The Journal of Mechanism and Institution Design's Ethics & malpractice statement
The Journal of Mechanism and Institution Design (jMID) take the topics of ethics &
malpractice very seriously. Acceptance of this Ethics & malpractice statement
statement is a precondition for publication in jMID. A concise guide on the general
position jMID supports can be found on the COPE website (http://goo.gl/aWy7WX).
All main stipulations from this guide are adopted for the jMID ethics and malpractice
position. In particular, the following guidelines apply:
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2.
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Editorial Board: The editorial board of the Journal of Mechanism and
Institution Design (jMID) consists of leading field experts in the area of
mechanism and institution design. The names, affiliations, and contact
information of all editorial board members are, together with their roles,
detailed on the journal’s web site. The governing body overseeing the
editorial board and the publication of jMID is the Society for the Promotion of
Mechanism and Institution Design (SPMID). The society's elected members
are recognized field experts in Mechsnism and market design. The full names
and affiliations of the members of SPMID and jMID's editorial board are
provided on the journal’s web site www.mechsnism-design.org; contact
information for jMID's editorial office is provided on the same web site.
Authors and Authors responsibilities: jMID does not charge fees for
manuscript processing and/or publishing materials in the journal. jMID
publications are open-access to everyone. We are a community-sponsored
project (all sponsors are listed on the journal website). Our sponsor's
donations cover all charges and fees associated with publication in jMID. This
policy is clearly stated in our Guide for Authors which should be consulted
before authors begin preparing their manuscript for submission. Authors are
obliged to participate in peer review process; procedures are in place to
ascertain that all authors of an accepted paper have significantly contributed
to the research; authors are obliged to provide retractions or corrections of
mistakes; and authors are required to provide a list of references, financial
support, and conflicting interests. jMID only publishes original research
articles. No major parts of the submitted work must have appeared elsewhere
without being referenced.
Peer-review process: All articles published by jMID are (peer) reviewed
defined as "obtaining advice on individual manuscripts from reviewers’ expert
in the field of publication"; the process is clearly described on jMID's web site;
all judgments and findings in the peer-review process are designed to be
objective and checked by jMID's editors; reviewers are required to state
potential conflicts of interest; reviewers sare asked to point out relevant
published work which is not yet cited in the submitted manscripts; and all
reviewed articles are treated confidentially prior to their publication.
Publication ethics: jMID editors are committed to taking all reasonable steps
to identify and prevent the publication of papers where research misconduct
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has occurred; in no event shall a jMID editor encourage such misconduct, or
knowingly allow such misconduct to take place; in the event that a jMID editor
is made aware of any allegation of research misconduct, jMID's editors and
members of SPMID shall deal with such allegations appropriately; jMID has
guidelines available for retracting or correcting articles when needed; finally,
jMID editors are committed to publishing corrections, clarifications, retractions
and apologies when needed.
Copyright and access: all applicable copyright and licensing information is
clearly described on jMID’s web site; the way(s) in which the journal and
individual articles are available to readers is clearly described; in particular the
website points out that jMID publications are open-access to everyone, free of
charge.
Archiving: jMID's articles, production files, policies, and its website are
electronically backed up on a daily basis; jMID is archived in major
repositories which are committed to preserving access to jMID articles
regardless of jMID's future status.
Ownership and management: jMID is managed, owned, and published by
SPMID. All details and informations about the both SPMID and jMID's
management are available through jMID’s web site; SPMID does not use
organizational names that would mislead potential authors and editors about
the nature of the journal’s owner.
The web site: jMID’s web site at www.mechsnism-design.org (including the
text that it contains) demonstrates that care has been taken to ensure high
ethical and professional standards.
Publishing schedule: the current periodicity of jMID publication is one
volume per year; this is clearly indicated on jMID's website; should the current
periodicity be changed in the future, the corresponding information will be
updated.
Name of the journal: the name "Journal of Mechanism and Institution
Design" (jMID) is to the best of the Editors' knowledge unique and not easily
confused with other journal(s). Hence, the danger of misleading potential
authors and readers about the journal’s origin or association with other
journals is minimal.

